Statement from Sheriff David Clarke:
"I find this platform nothing more than warmed-over liberal talking points. That
this nonsense talks about concern for violent criminals and says nothing about
the victims left in their wake demonstrates the insensitivity of their platforms. The
people lawfully held in jail have been accused of murder, rape, armed robbery,
domestic violence, child abuse, carjacking, heroin and other opiatebased narcotics distribution. Jails and prisons ARE an evidenced-based, effective
crime control tool.
Ask these insensitive mush minds if they support the continued victimization and
misery that will occur if these human predators are not separated from law
abiding society?
Ask these misguided miscreants if they support protecting the First Amendment
rights of people whose views run counter to their own, like mine?
Ask them if they realize that the United States is a sovereign nation and as such
has a right and a need for border enforcement, just like any other sovereign
nation on the planet. In fact, no other nation has a lack of immigration
enforcement like the US. Do they know that illegal immigration drives down
wages of workers legally here in the US?
Tell them to put down their lib talking points and read the US Constitution - Article
1. Under the rule of law it says that it is the Congress that sets rules on
immigration. Tell them to read further in Article 6, the Supremacy Clause which
says that the Constitution is the law of the land and that no state can create laws
that override the Constitution. We are not a nation of men, nor are we a nation of
immigrants, we are a nation of laws.
These are all things I learned in grade school and high school history class. This
group of rabble-rousers who makes these demands must have skipped school
when it was taught. They were probably out attending a pro-criminal, cop-hating,
pro-illegal immigration rally.
I took an oath to support and uphold the Constitution of the US and of Wisconsin
and the laws of the state. I will not be bullied by this group of socialist misfits."
The People's Sheriff
David A. Clarke Jr.
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